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Derma Medical Inc.
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Tel :045-731-2584　　　    Fax: 045-714 -3763
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◇ Smartphone　 ：   Xiaomi redmi note 8 Pro 　(Telephone and WiFi cannot be used in Japan.)
　　　 １） Wide-angle camera: 64 million pixels, ultra-wide: 8 million pixels, macro : 2 million pixels 
       ２) Size:  Single unit: 161.3 x 76.4 x 8.8 mm Camera integrated: 161.3 x 81 x 22 mm　

　　３) Weight: Single unit: 199g Camera integrated: 236g
　　　 ４）  Memory: 64GB / 128GB, micro SD: Maximum 256GB 
　　　 ５） Battery: 4500mAh　　　　
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◇ Standard price (integrated price including smartphone)  (tax included) (as of May 2021)

＊The above information including price is subject to change without notice.Please check by e-mail etc.

 

\180,000.　　　　　 ( \198,000 with tax )

◇  The silicon adapter can be sterilized in an autoclave.  You can also observe with gel by inserting the 
      attached glass plate on the top of the silicon adapter. (Glass plate can be also sterilized)　
◇  Electronic scale equipment: Displayed in the same place even when zooming in units of 1 mm in 
       length and width
◇  LG-2  Light guide in narrow area like between fingers (Option : \5,500. with tax)
◇  CP-1 Clinical photograph adapter  (Option : \13,200.with tax.) 

Light Weight  236ｇ (8.3oz)

 　　    Easy operation with a dedicated app. Set the image with high resolution by autofocusing the part 
　　　  you want to see by touching the screen. There, you can capture images. 
　　　　　＊Main camera: 64 million pixels 
　　　　　＊Liquid crystal resolution: Approximately 3 million pixels (1080x2340px (full HD +)) 
                You can select a definitive image while looking at a clear enlarged image on a large screen.  
　　　　　＊35x magnification: A subject with an actual size of 2 mm is magnified on a liquid crystal with 　
　　　　　　　a width of 70 mm. (10x electronic zoom, 70mm x 92mm LCD screen) 
　　　　　＊Two types of contrast modes to get a clear image 
　　　　　＊Import images to your computer with a USB cable　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　

64 million pixels, 35x enlarged possible

High resolution smartphone adaopted 

Xiaomi Redmi note 8 Pro

HD-1 　 ： Polarizing filter Handy Dermo 


